Southern New England
Has Heart

#SNEhasHeart Guidelines & Sharing Tips
Join the Southern New England American Heart Association in showing our gratitude to medical personnel, first
responders and essential workers as they work towards keeping our communities healthy and safe. We will then
share your messages with those working tirelessly to keep us safe.
1. FOLLOW Southern New England American Heart Association on Facebook, Twitter & Instagram!
2. Create! All art forms welcomed, for inspiration to say thanks visit www.easternstates.heart.org/snehasheart !
3. Take a picture and share! You can share your Heart Art two ways:
Upload to social media and tag @sneheart AND hashtag #SNEhasHeart
Email: snehasheart@heart.org
If the artist is under 18, please have a parent or guardian sign the waiver found below and email to
snehasheart@heart.org .
Tips for Sharing on Social Media:
Your smartphone’s built in camera is all you need to capture your "heart-art" and share with the community.
Natural lighting is always best! If indoors, find a space hear a window with good lighting or take it outdoors, in
a slightly shaded area where the sun isn’t blazing overhead. Think morning and late afternoon or even better,
cloudy days.
Get closer before you zoom. When you use the zoom feature on your camera, the quality of the photo gets
reduced. Take a moment to walk closer to your masterpiece. Now upload!
DON’T FORGET to tag

@sneheart

and use the hashtag

#SNEhasHeart

!

Southern New England
Has Heart
Publicity Consent & Release
Thank you for sharing your personal experience with cardiovascular disease or stroke with the American Heart
Association, Inc. (“AHA”) to help support AHA’s mission to be a relentless force for a world of longer, healthier
lives. You must be at least 13 years old to share your story.
I (hereinafter "I" or "me" or “my” or “Participant”) want to help AHA increase public awareness of cardiovascular
disease and stroke (the “Event”) by sharing information about my personal experience with cardiovascular
disease or stroke, including my past or present mental or physical condition. As part of this Event, AHA will use
and publicize my personal story and my other personal characteristics and private information through social
media and storytelling to promote and support its mission to be a relentless force for a world of longer,
healthier lives.
I represent and promise that AHA’s use of my story and the rights and license I grant in this Agreement do not,
and will not, violate any right of, or conflict with or violate any contract with or commitment I made to any
person or entity, and that no consent or authorization from any third party is required in connection herewith.
I agree, for myself, my heirs, executors and administrators, to not sue and to release, indemnify and hold
harmless, the American Heart Association, Inc., its affiliates, officers, directors, volunteers and employees, and
all sponsoring businesses and organizations and their agents and employees (collectively “AHA”), from any and
all liability, claims, demands and causes of action whatsoever, arising directly or indirectly out of my
participation in this Event and related activities and services — whether it results from the negligence of any of
the above or from any other cause.
I authorize the use, copyright, or publication of my name, image or voice from participating in the Event and
related activities, as may be captured by photograph or recording in any medium including illustration,
promotion, or advertisement. As a condition of participation, I grant AHA a perpetual, irrevocable, worldwide,
transferable, royalty-free, and non-exclusive license to use, reproduce, adapt, modify, publish, distribute,
publicly perform, create a derivative work from, as previously listed above, and publicly display this activity,
including display on the AHA website, without any attribution or compensation with the goal to promote and
support the AHA mission.
I agree that AHA may use and share personal information about me that I give AHA or that AHA collects
through its websites, apps, social media sites, devices, as well as the information about me that AHA combines
with that collected by others.
AHA uses and shares my personal information to fulfill AHA’s mission to be a relentless force for a world of
longer, healthier lives, to notify me of donor opportunities and offer me products and services, to provide me
with products or services that I request, and to improve AHA’s programs and websites, so that they are more
accurate, complete, and up-to-date.
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I can learn more about how AHA uses, shares, and protects my personal information by reading the AHA Privacy
Policy at www.heart.org/privacy
If I am registering a child between the age of 13 and 18 years or an incapacitated adult, I represent and warrant
that I am the parent or legal guardian of that party and have the legal authority to enter into this agreement
on their behalf and by proceeding with this event registration.
This agreement is meant to be as broad and inclusive as permitted in the State in which it is conducted. If any
portion of it is invalid, the balance will continue in full force and effect.
BY SIGNING, I ADMIT THAT I HAVE READ AND UNDERSTOOD ALL THE TERMS OF THIS CONSENT AND RELEASE,
AND THAT I AM GIVING UP SUBSTANTIAL LEGAL RIGHTS, INCLUDING THE RIGHT TO SUE THE AHA.

I have read, understood, and agreed to the terms of this release.
Signature _________________________________
Printed Name: ________________________________

Date: _____________________________

FOR ANY PARTICIPANT UNDER THE AGE OF 18, A PARENT OR GUARDIAN MUST AGREE TO THE BELOW:
I am the legal guardian of Participant, and I hereby consent to his/her participation. I have read the foregoing
consent, and I hereby agree on behalf of myself and Participant to its terms.
Signature ______________________________________________
Parent or Guardian Name: ____________________________
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